Proportions of a Portrait

Name_____________________________________ Class_________________/24______

Word Bank

Greek     Humanism     Energy
Realism   Movement     Archaic
Sense of Life   Roman     Hellenistic
Idealism   Classical

Fill in the blank for questions 1 – 7 using the words from the list above.

1. Hellenistic is the most dramatic period of Greek art exhibiting high _____________
   and ________________.

2. __________________ is the second ancient Greek period of art.

3. __________________ is the first ancient Greek period of art.

4. __________________ is the third ancient Greek period of art.

5. Classical art fuses ______________________ and ________________________ philosophies into the art.

6. The mechanics of portrait drawings are based on the ancient ______________________ statues.

7. The archaic smile of the Greek sculptures was an attempt by the sculptors to give work a ____________________.

Short Answer – **Write a short paragraph explaining your answer.**

8. What is Roman Realism and explain how and why they produced their sculpture busts? (slide 10 – 10 pts) 3 pts
9. What is meant by Idealism and Humanism in relationship to Classical Greek Art? Why did the Classical Greeks produce the art that they did? Give two examples of how the Classical Greeks of Idealism and Humanism in their sculptures. (slide 9; 3 pts.)

10. Divide the following oval into the Proportions of a Portrait. (9 points)